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ABSTRACT. A phenomenological model has been established to predict the velocity 
distribution of LPG (Liquefied Petroleum Gas) jet in combustion chamber of spark ignition 
(SI) engine. A shaped coefficient {3 governing the similarity of velocity profiles of LPG jets 
has been defined based on the theoretical and experimental analyses of turbulent diffusion 
jets. The results show that {3 is constant for steady jet but it is not the case for unsteady 
one. The model will enable us to calculate the velocity profiles of LPG jet after ending 
injection. This is necessary for research of stratified combustion in direct injection LPG SI 
engines. 
1 Introduction 
Up to now, the models describing the evolution of a fuel jet inside a combustion chamber 
were often based on a stable and steady jet. This is good suitability for Diesel engine 
where the diffusion combustion occurs during injection. The direct injection spark ignition 
engines (GDI engine) is different from Diesel engine because the injection process ends 
before ignition occurs. It is different also from traditional gasoline engine because the 
mixture is not homogeny in regime of stratified combustion [5]. So in case of GDI engine, 
the evolution of jet after ending injection is particularly important with respect to the 
operating ability [ 6]. 
Detailed analyses of the velocity field of turbulent diffusion jet were performed using 
specific multi-dimensional codes, for example KIVA, FIRES [2] .. .. For purpose of simplic-
ity, one-dimensional models have been established to describe the development of fuel jet 
in the air or in the combustion chamber of engine [8], [IO] . In the later models, t he vari-
ation of scalar </> on jet axis is calculated by integral equations system whereas its radical 
distribution is determined by similarity law: 
<I>(x , y) = <I>m(x) · f(ry). (I.I ) 
The similarity function f(ry) can be arbitrarily experimentally assumed. In the tur-
bulent diffusion jet model based on the "top-hat profile" assumption [4], the following 
Gaussian similarity rule was used by Cook: 
f(TJ) = exp( - ln(2) · TJ 2 ), (1.2) 
where T/ = r / ro,5, ro,5 is the distance from axis of jet to the point where its velocity is 
equal to a half of the maximum velocity at the given cross section. 
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Otherwise, the similarity function can be also derived from the analytic studies of 
turbulent diffusion jet theory. Basing on the assumption of boundary layer approximation 
and expressing turbulent eddy viscosity via the Prandtl mixing length, Come-Bellot [3] 
found the similarity function f ( rJ) for a two-dimensional jet: 
1 
f(rJ) = ch2(kry) (1.3) 
The function f ( rJ) has a significant effect on accuracy in calculating turbulent jet using 
one-dimensional models. In the present paper, the function f (ry) will be defined for an 
axisymmetrical LPG jet in combustion chamber of direct injection spark ignition engine. 
2 Theory of similarity function f (TJ) 
We consider a jet of incompressible fuel issuing from a nozzle into the quiescent air with 
constant pressure. The velocity field is governed by the system of Navier Stokes equation 
and continuity one written in cylindrical coordinates. Using the boundary layer assump-
tion, the quantity variations along the radical direction are neglected as comparing to their 
variations along the axial direction, the system can be written as: 
-8U -8U 1 [ 8 ] U- + V- = -- -(ruv) , 
ax 8r r 8r (2.1) 
In above equations, the conventional Reynolds decomposition is applied [3]: 
(2.2) 
Based on similarity assumption we can express the mean velocity at an arbitrary point 
(x , r) injet as follows: 
U(x ,r) = Um(x)f(rJ) , (2 .3) 
where 
(2.4) 
Solving equation system (2.1) with help of 'Prandtl mixing length' assumption, we • 
obtain: 
o(x) ""' x and 1 Um(x)""' -
x 
(2.5) 
for full developed jet (outside the transition region which is closed to the jet nozzle). The 
similarity function of the velocity field f ( rJ) takes the form: 
f(ry) = (1 - kry3/2) ' (2.6) 
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f ( r;) takes the value within [O, l] . If 8 = b (width of jet) is chosen then r; is defined within 
[O, 1]. With boundary condition, J(O) = 1 and j(l) = 0, we obtain k = 1. The function 
f ( r;) is then writen as: 
f(r;) = (1 - r;3/2). (2 .7) 
For instationary jet developing in combustion chamber with small length scale, in 
considering Um(x) ,....., l/x and the boundary condition Um(O) = Uj, Um(oo) = 0, we can 
suggest an experimental expresion of Um(x) in the form: 
U· 
Um(x) = ,Bx~ 1 , (2.8) 
where ,6 is the shaped coefficient of velocity profiles. We have finally the expression for 
velocity profile: 
- Uj ( (r) 3/2) U(x ,r) = ,Bx+l 1 - b . (2 .9) 
The present paper will focus on determination of coefficient f3 for LPG jet in combustion 
chamber of SI engine. 
3 Experimental model of LPG jet shaped 
The schema of jet development in 
combustion chamber during and af-
ter ending injection can be presented 
in Fig. 1. Theoretical and empirical 
studies enable us to determine the 
penetration of the jet during the in-
jection process leading to the follow-
ing general expression [1]: 
where 








Fig. 1. Schema of jet evolution 
(3 .1) 
(3.2) 
In these above expressions, the origin of time coordinates is chosen as the moment 
at starting injection, a is the penetration coefficient, which depends on the type of using 
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nozzles only and takes the variable value from 2.4 to 3.0 for the traditional liquid fuel [1]. 
The above-mentioned penetrating law is found independent on the viscosity of fuel and 
air as well as on jet properties (one or two phases) and the diameter of the fuel drop . 
Fig. 2. The evolution of LPG jet in the combus-
tion chamber (m1= 1.094 kg/ h) 
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Fig. 3. Variation of pressure in combus-
tion chamber (m1 =1.094kg/h) 
After ending injection, the tip-part of the spray continue to penetrate to the space of 
combustion chamber and its tail-part gradually separates from the nozzle. Penetration of 
the spray tail-part is calculated by the same expression as being applied to that of the 
spray tip-part [1 J: 
coefficient a' is approximately a/2 . 
Thus, the penetration of spray depends 
on the empirical coefficient a tabulated for 
different types of using fuels . In this paper, 
the empirical coefficient a is defined for LPG 
jets. Fig. 2 illustrates the evolution of the 
LPG jet in the combustion chamber of the 
experimental engine and the pressure curve 
in combustion chamber as a function of time 
is presented in Fig. 3. The details of exper-
imental apparatus can be found in [7] . The 
LPG fuel mixture consisted of 503 propane 
and 503 butane, therefore its mean density 
is PJ = 520kg/ m3. Nozzle diameter d = 
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Fig. 4. Variation of the coefficient a 
for the LPG jet in combustion chamber 
used. The injection duration is 6 ms. The engine operates at the regime n = 1010 rpm 
(rounds per minute). Since the lift of the eject needle is kept almost invariant during the 
injection time (Fig. 2) , the exit velocity can be considered as constant . Under the above 
experimental condition, the equivalent diameter of the nozzle is deq = 6.03 mm. Experi-
mental results shown in Fig. 4 lead to the coefficient a in function (3.2) being approximately 
1.25 for the LPG jet in combustion chamber of engine. 
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After the end of injection, because of the fast-vaporized property of LPG we can observe 
only 4-5 photographs until the contrast of the space containing fuel in combustion chamber 
is insufficient for clear appearance on the negative films. Based on the mathematical 
expression prescribed to the traditional fuel jet, we can predict the movemwt of fuel jet 
tail-part after ending injection as given by expression (3.3). 
Fig. 5 presents the movements of the tip-part and the tail-part of the LPG fuel jet dur-
ing injection and after ending injection. The mass fl.ow rate of the jet is m1 = 1.094 kg/h 
and injection duration is 1.5 ms. As soon as the injection ends, thanks to kinetic energy, 
the cloud of fuel continues to penetrate to the space of combustion chamber with a grad-
ually decrease in velocity because of the entrained air flow (momentum conservation law) . 
The gradually disappearance of the jet tail-part also bears a significance as the rich-fuel 
region disappears step-by-step and only the leaner-fuel exterior region of jet is left. The 
concentration distribution in spray only remains as long as the jet kinetic energy is still 
enabled to move fuel. Then, fuel will self-scatter to the air in the copibustion chamber 
conforming to the natural diffusion law and will be uncontrolled by jet movement . There-
fore , definition of the exact time to spark is very important when the engine operates in 
stratified combustion regime. 
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Fig. 5. Movement of the tip-part and 
tail-part ofthe spray as a fuction of time 
after ending injection process 
Fig. 6. Variance of sparay diameter D 
versus the distance from the jet nozzle x 
The development of jet width as a function of the distance from the nozzle for different 
injection regimes determined by theoretical analysis (2 .5) is shown in Fig. 6. This proposes 
that their mean line takes a value of 0.45 in its slope. The width evolution of LPG jet in 
combustion chamber is therefore written as: 
b = 0.225x. (3.4) 
4 Phenomenological model for velocity field of LPG jet 
Penetration and width of jet are necessary for calculating physical fields. As presented 
above, the velocity profile has relationship to the shaped coefficient (3. This coefficient can 
be calculated using the kinetic energy-balanced equation of the whole jet. If we neglect 
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energy losses due to mixing, the kinetic 
energy total of the injected fuel mass will 
be equal to the kinetic energy yielded by 
the movement of all of gaseous elements 
within the jet. Assuming that the exit 
velocity Uj is invariant and MJ denotes 
the total of fuel injected into combustion 
chamber, we have: 
1Xp lb 1 7r pU2rdrdx = -M1UJ . Xq 0 2 ( 4.1) 
Inserting the expression of U ( x , r) ( 2. 9) 
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Fig . 7. Variation of (3 as a 
funtion of time after ending injection 
rp 1 rb [ r 3] 2 1 
7r lxq ((Jx + 1)2 Jo P 1 - (r/2 rdrdx = 2M1. (4.2) 
At an arbitrary point of time , the values of Xq, Xp , bare defined by \3 .1), (3 .3) and 
(3.4), fuel mass MJ is known, the equation (4.2) contains uniquely the unknown (3. This 
equation can be solved by Newton's method. 
Fig. 7 shows the variation of coefficient {3 as a function of time after ending injection 
given by equation (4.2) . The injected fuel mass is 7mg during injection time of 3ms. We 
observe that (3 gradually increases with respect to the time. When the jet moves gradually 
far from the nozzle its width is expanded correiatively, the higher velocity profiles begin 
to disappear and the velocity gradient among parts of jet decreases also. Therefore, the 
process of mixing fuel and air occurs at the same high speed as that in the beginning stage 
when the injected process has just ended. 
Since the vaporized velocity of the fuel LPG jet is much faster than that of the tradi-
tional liquid fuel jet, just after exiting nozzle the jet diameter becomes much larger than 
the nozzle diameter. That definitely manifests itself on the photos taking the evolution 
of jet in combustion chamber (Fig. 2). To describe this phenomenon, instead of the real 
nozzle diameter we used here the definition of equivalent diameter in expression (3.2). 
With this additional knowledge , the jet considered can be interpreted as a full-gaseous 
jet with an invariance in fl.ow rate but with a strong decrease in exit velocity. Fig. 8 and 
Fig. 9 show the computational results of the velocity distributions of an LPG jet with the 
same injection mass of 7 mg and the injection duration of 3 ms. In the first case, the tip of 
the jet passes a distance of 60 mm during the injection time, whereas in the second case, 
the distance is 70 mm. The value of coefficient (3 calculated in the first case is 16.4 m- 1 
and in the latter is 21.5 m- 1 . From the calculations above we can draw out the conclusion 
that . with the same injected kinetic energy the value of coefficient /3 will change together 
with the change of the jet figuration related to pressure and temperature as well as the 
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Fig. 8. Velocity field in case of 
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Fig. 9. Velocity field in case of 
the jet penetration is 70 mm 
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Fig. 10. The velocity profiles of a C02 jet (Dj = 3mm, mj = l.12kg/ h, vertical jet) 
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In view of a comparison, the measurements of jets in the atmosphere were carried out. 
Fig. 10 shows the velocity field of a steady C02 vertical jet with nozzle diameter of 3 mm 
and mass flow rate of 1.12 kg/ hand Fig. 11 illustrates the measured results of the velocity 
distributions of an air jet with an inclination angle 30° to the horizontal and mass flow 
rate of 1.5 kg/ h . The velocity profile is measured by using Laser Doppler method that was 
clearly described in [10]. The result of shaped coefficient f3 given by (4.2) is presented on 
the Fig. 12. Unlike LPG unsteady jet in combustion chamber, in case of steady jet in the 
atmosphere, f3 can take a constant value. For C02 and air jets in this study, the shaped 
coefficient f3 is approximatively equal to 25 m - 1 . 
5 U(m's) 
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Fig. 11. The velocity profiles of a diffusion 
air jet (dj = 2 mm, mj = 1.5 kg/ h, () = 7r / 6) 
5 Conclusion 
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Fig. 12. The shaped coefficient of 
velocity profile of jet in the atmosphere 
The empirical coefficients describing the geometric shape (penetration and width) of a 
LPG jet in the combustion chamber of SI engine during and after ending injection have 
been defined. The coefficients of LPG jet are considerably different from that of traditional 
fuels due to the strong vaporized property of LPG. 
The shaped coefficient f3 of velocity profiles in case of unsteady LPG jet in combustion 
chamber is variable depending on physical conditions of surrounding fluid whereas it can 
take a constant value for steady jet in the atmosphere. 
a, a' Penetration coefficient 
NOMENCLATURE 
f3 Shaped coefficient of velocity 
profile 
b Jet width at considered section (m) Specific parameter related to the 





Diameter ( m) 
Similarity function 
Coefficient 
Mass flow rate (kg/ s) 
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Injection duration ( s) 
Dimensionless length 
Inclination angle 
Density (kg/ m3) 
M Total mass (kg) Subscripts 
t Time (s) eq Equivalent 
x , r Axial and radial coordinates a, f Denote air and fuel respectively 
respectively (m) 
u , v Instantaneous velocity components Related to the nozzle 
in direction x and r respectively (m/s) 
Ui Fluctuation of Ui (m/s) m On jet axis 
ui Mean value of Ui (m/ s) p, q Denote tip-part and tail-part of 
jet respectively 
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MO HINH HI$N TUQ'NG xAc D~NH TRUONG TOC DQ CUA TIA PHUN LPG 
TRONG BU ONG CHAY DQNG co DANH LU A CUONG BUC PHUN TRVC TIEP 
Mo hlnh hi~n tuqng da duqc xay d\fng de tinh toan S\f phan bo toe d9 cda tia phun 
LPG (khf dau mo hoa long) trong buong chay d(>ng w danh ltl-a cuang buc. H~ so hlnh 
d9'ng (3 khong che tinh dong d9'ng profil toe d9 cda tia phun LPG da duqc xac d!nh tren 
ca s& phan tf ch ly thuyet va th\fC nghi~m tia phun roi khuech tan. Ket qu1i cho thay (3 
la h~ng so doi v&i tia phun dung nhung gia tr! cda no thay deli doi v&i tia phun khOng 
dung. Mo hlnh nay cho phep chung ta xac d!nh duqc tmang toe d9 cD.a tia sau khi ket 
thuc phun. Dieu nay co y nghia quan tr9ng trong nghien cuu qua trlnh chay phan l&p 
cda d(>ng ca danh hh phun LPG tnrc tiep. 
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